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The following chart shows the rain events in Westford, Massachusetts for the first
weeks in July 2014:
July 3, 2014
July 4, 2014
July 5, 2014
July 7, 2014
July 8, 2014
July 14, 2014
July 15, 2014

(0.28 inches of rain)
(1.07 inches of rain)
(0.29 inches of rain)
(0.69 inches of rain)
(0.04 inches of rain)
(0.29 inches of rain)
(0.23 inches of rain)

July 16, 2014

(1.20 inches of rain)

Work this week was limited to the installation of electrical “pull” boxes throughout
the site. This work was done at the intersection of Boston and Littleton Roads,
as well as within the shoulders of Littleton Road on either side of the intersection.
The following photos show some of this work:
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As noted in past reports, the contractor completed and seeded the storm water
management area in early November of 2013. At my inspection this week, I
noted continued stability and germination across the bottom of the storm water
management area. This area remains stable, and the existing erosion controls
appear adequate for the observed conditions. The following photos show the
germination on July 11 (Left Hand Photo) and the growth a few days later on
July 17, 2014:

As can be seen in the photos above, the growth on the sides and top of the
stormwater management area is weaker than bottom area growth. Slope growth
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is dominated by weeds and I noted some Japanese Knotweed (Polygonum
cuspidatum). These areas may need to be reseeded with a native grass seed to
provide long term, native stabilization. The following photos show some of the
growth on the side of the Basin:

The south side of the road, east of Boston Road is still under construction. In this
expanded shoulder area, storm water utilities are largely complete and the
expanded travel lane has been bedded with some stone, but has not been
brought to final grade. Sidewalks were created this week with curbing and
densely graded materials. At my visit on the 17th, utility pole relocation work was
ongoing to the east of the intersection with Boston Road. The shoulder has been
roughly graded, and the installation of pull boxes was also ongoing in this portion
of the site. The following photos show this work within the area east of the
intersection:
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On the northern shoulder of Littleton Road, again east of the intersection with
Boston Road, there was ongoing compaction and grading work. At the time of
my inspection, the contractor was compacting stone on the subgrade, in
preparation for upcoming paving work. The EH Perkins crew completing this
task was guided by Dave Kelly this week, and his thoughtful instructions were
evident in the quality of the work performed:
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To the west of the intersection of Boston Road, work on the north and south
shoulders was limited to the electrical work noted above. Again, Dave Kelly was
a presence on the site on the northern shoulder, directing work within the
sensitive buffer to the wetland resource area abutting the McDonalds parking
area:
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Work on the southern shoulder was not ongoing at the time of my inspection.
With the exception of additional stone compaction along the roadway, this portion
of the site looked similar to the conditions observed at my July 11, 2014 site
inspection. On this shoulder, the widening is substantially complete, curbing is
set and the roadway grading is close to paving subgrade, with ongoing stone
compaction. Sidewalk through the landscaped lawn has been roughly graded.
This shoulder was the only portion of the site where I observed standing water
within a work area. The following photos show the conditions observed:
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There is a small amount of drainage work remaining within the locus of the
Boston Road/Littleton Road intersection. This work will likely be done in the next
week, and will complete the drainage rehabilitation and replacement work on this
roadway:

In general, the erosion and sedimentation controls remain intact. The following
photos show the conditions of the controls along Littleton Road in mid July 2014:
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Work continues being staged from the shoulder of the roadway, although as the
work progresses, there are less and less staging areas. Staging of materials
continues to be done from the shoulder of the roadway, and all equipment is
being stored in non- jurisdictional areas. The following photos show some of the
staging along the shoulders of the work area:

Catchbasin gratess appear to be lined or protected in active work zones. There
was little or no sediment on the paved surfaces today, and hand sweeping was
ongoing.
Based on my inspection on July 17, 2014, I believe the site is in compliance with
the permits and SWPPP for the site. However, the following Best Management
Practices should continue to be performed:
1. Erosion controls should be inspected after every rain event. Repairs
should be made as needed.
2. Catch basin liners should be used for inlet protection as activity within
the Right of Way continues if finished grades are brought to the rim of
the structure.
3. Contractor should continue to sweep excess sediment off of paved
surfaces as work for the day is completed.
4. Catchbasins within the work area may require cleaning. In particular,
basins within Route 110 are likely to contain snow removal byproducts,
in addition to any sedimentation from the work area, and should be
cleaned.
Mary Trudeau, Environmental Monitor
EH Perkins Construction on July 17, 2014
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